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Abstract

New visualization methods can help deal with social messes
(also known as “ill-structured” or “wicked” problems). Social messes are more than complicated problems. They are
very complex and ambiguous. They require visualization
techniques that, we might say, are composed of smudges.
Our project at Stanford University been developing
new forms of “information murals” to help task forces address such smudgy social messes. Some of the problems
addressed are: severe limitations of ordinary prose documents to communicate complex subject matter; the necessity
to help groups create common mental models; and the need
to show context and multiple views for strategy discussions
and decisions. These info-murals provide the scaffolding
for thinking bigger thoughts. They facilitate seeing the big
picture as well as needed detail. They reveal new and novel
patterns. They sometimes even enable us to connect the
smudges.
Our visualization research addresses such challenges
as how to: show large processes or larger contexts that form
the background of public policy issues; represent serious
and complex debates; portray different cultures; represent
multiple strategies; understand ideologies; get a more comprehensive picture of unknowns; represent mindsets and
worldviews, including one’s own. Examples of progress on
developing different visualization scaffoldings will be presented and discussed.

1. Social messes
We all live in the midst of social messes – also known as
“ill-structured” or “wicked” problems. Russell Ackoff defines messes as follows: “We have also come to realize that
no problem ever exists in complete isolation. Every problem
interacts with other problems and is therefore part of a set of
interrelated problems, a system of problems. For example,
the race problem, the poverty problem, the urban problem,
and the crime problem, to mention but a few, are clearly
interrelated. Furthermore, solutions to most problems pro-

duce other problems; for example, buying a car may solve a
transportation problem but it may also create a need for a
garage, a financial problem, a maintenance problem, and
conflict among family members for its use. English does
not contain a suitable word for “system of problems.”
Therefore, I have had to coin one. I choose to call such a
system a mess.” (Ackoff 1974)
Social messes are far more than complicated problems.
They are very complex; ambiguous; highly constrained;
tightly interconnected, economically, socially, and politically; seen differently from different points of views and
worldviews; and contain many value conflicts. (Rittel and
Webber 1972; Simon 1984)
Intelligence analysis, at all levels, deals with social
messes.
Our project at Stanford University been developing new
forms of “information murals” and smaller “knowledge
maps” to help task forces address such smudgy social
messes. These visualization techniques, we might say, are
composed of smudges.

2. Problems addressed by info-murals and
knowledge maps
Information overload
The problem for intelligence analysts is not a dearth of information, but quite the opposite. They are continually in
information overload. In this respect analysts are not different from other researchers in the social sciences. Overload
makes severe demands on the ability to articulate the big
picture without obscuring access to detail.
Limitations of text – that is, sequential prose paragraphs
Ordinary prose documents – the reports so common in every
bureaucracy, government, business, and NGO – are not well
suited to communicate complex subject matter. In particular, they fail in being able to convey networks, connections,
interrelated trends, influences, etc. (Sweller 1999; Mayer
2001; Horn 2001c)

Limitations of groups to form common mental models
It is difficult for groups to create common mental models
together. Individuals start from different worldviews, backgrounds, interests, and many other sources of variation. Our
minds fragment. Our needs are to see the patterns. But
groupthink, just the opposite, also happens in groups that
work together for long periods.
Requirement to show multiple points of view
The need to show context and multiple views for strategy
discussions and decisions is fundamental to any common
enterprise today. Without some form of visualization, great
difficulties in communication result.
Need to think bigger thoughts
In short, the ways that we commonly try to put these elements, strategies, options, scenarios, and decisions are badly
suited to thinking in a more comprehensive way. (Horn
2002)

2.1 Visual Scaffolding for bigger thoughts
Our info-murals and their smaller versions called knowledge
maps provide the scaffolding for thinking bigger thoughts.
(Horn 2004) They facilitate seeing the big picture as well as
needed detail. They reveal new and novel patterns. They
function often to reframe interpretation. They show multiple points of view. They overcome some of the limitations
of working memory by facilitating the robust human capability of scanning and zooming in and out of a display. They
sometimes even enable us to connect the smudges.

2.3 Limited domain of our research—context and
strategy

Intelligence analysis can take place at many levels from the
development of specific facts, the investigation of particular
patterns and connections between these facts, to larger
trends, scenarios and forecasts. We have primarily been
focused on contributing new visualization approaches to
relatively high level strategic understandings.

3. Focus of our research — on challenges to
visualization
There are hundreds of kinds of diagrams (Harris 1996). We
are not focused on redoing what has already been done.
Rather, at the beginning of our work, we ask ourselves what
are the most difficult concepts and relationships that need
visualization in the strategic environment. In other words
what are the major challenges for strategic analysis and
communication? In the remainder of this paper I will identify several of these challenges and illustrate briefly how we
are addressing them.

3.1 Challenge One – Representing Context

If there is one sentence we hear repeatedly in meetings, it is:
“You’ve got to understand the context here.” For visual
representation, the challenge is: “What are some good ways
to represent context?” Our recent work with a company in
charge of managing radioactive waste provides a good example. Here we were developing a context for the company
to develop its strategy and decision-making. (see Fig. 1 for
view of a current draft.)

Figure 1. Strategy Mural

2.2 Use information design principles

Our principles of information design ensure that all components of the murals are discrete information chunks. (Horn
1989) This enables the components to be managed with
XML tags, to be stored in large content management databases, and, in principle, to be displayed flexibly in different
kinds of scaffoldings and frameworks. The software to actually do this with ease, precision, and communication efficiency is in the early stages of design.

Built around a time line, this large contextual mural
shows the history leading up to the “near present,” a temporal concept we have been developing to show how key decisions are made with the near past and the near future interconnected. The near present “stretches” the time line by
making the area it covers much larger proportionally than
the history. The mural also show longer range future plans
going out to a million years. The dimensions of this mural
are approx. 4 x 16 feet. It contains approximately 400
chunks of text and approximately 100 visual elements. We

are currently working on murals of global climate change
and energy security, a much more complicated set of messes
– perhaps ten times more complicated to adequately deal
with than the mural above.

3.2 Challenge Two – Represent multiple strategies
Within contexts, strategies are developed. Since they are
quite different and multifaceted, it is important to develop
diagrammatic scaffoldings that fit those requirements.
When we were working on a project on genetically modified
crops, two quite different strategies emerged, one for the
companies that were driving this technology and one for the
non-governmental organizations that were opposing the
developing. (See Figure 2)

Figure 2. Multiple Strategies.
Note above how different the larger visible structure is. The
one on the left shows parallel lines and the one on the right
shows concentric radiating circles. For analysts, this continually reminds us of the different approaches of these different groups in ways that textual reports simply cannot do.

3.3 Challenge Three – In issue management, represent serious and complex debates
In the midst of policy debates, too often one is not able to
determine quickly and easily whether particular policy and
its evidentiary claims have been rebutted and whether these
rebuttals have been counter-rebutted. One is not able to
weigh the evidence involved in key decisions effectively nor
efficiently. Moreover, when there are multiple interlocking
arguments, it is even more difficult to make sense of the
debates. Yet, many of our complex socio-technical debates
require very careful issue management, particularly when
there are many stakeholder groups involved. All of these

difficulties are compounded when the debates are being
conducted by many different experts and executives with
their counterparts across several organizations. A tool called
argumentation mapping has been developed by our group
(Horn, 1989) to the point where it is being used by public
policy organizations for this kind of issue management (See
Figure 3).

3.4 Challenge Four – Understand ideologies
How Islamic religious-political thought took a turn for jihad
is a different diagramming problem to portray. We developed a diagram to illustrate the steps in reasoning that
Mawdudi and Qutb, the two major theoreticians of Jihad,
made in Islamic ideology (Horn, 2000), as a part of our
project on the global struggle of narratives.

3.5 Challenge Five – Get a more comprehensive
picture of unknowns
Our entire intellectual history is focused around establishing
what we know. That is how we represent our knowledge.
Rarely do we try to represent explicitly what we don’t
know. Part of our mural work has focused on this aspect
(see Figure 4). We have prepared unknowns murals for
projects on genetically modified crops, ocean ecology, and
for the National Science Foundation Project on Converging
Technologies. (Horn, 2002) The explicit statement that we
do not know something and the presentation of the patterns
that can be found in not knowing seem to jog the mind in
ways that simply saying that something is unknown or
vague does not do. They reverse background and foreground. They permit one to analyze and plan in a more effective manner.

3.6 Challenge Six – Display multiple points of view:
other challenges

5. Novel displays permits more multi-sided and
insightful reasoning

Good analysis involves examining issues from quite different frameworks and points of view. A list of other challenges we have been working on will give the reader some
idea of the multiple views that we see are necessary to represent complex thoughts in the strategic environment. Each
of these is being investigated for its basic components and
its value in multifaceted display.
- Portray different cultures
- Represent mindsets and worldviews, including one’s own
immersion in social messes.
- Multiple Scenarios
- Levels of Analysis
- Sequential Models
- Cultures
- The analyst’s own mental models
As an initial pathway into these multiple points of view,
we have developed something called a “mess map.” Elsewhere we have discussed these as “cross boundary causality
maps.” (Horn 2001c)

My focus thus far in this paper has been the visual aspects
of info murals and knowledge maps. But one will notice that
my subtitle includes the words “analytic info-murals.” This
means not just any conglomeration of words, icons, and
diagrams. Rather, the work discussed here is deeply related
to a program of facilitating better reasoning.
In the most fundamental way, we can facilitate better
thinking by providing patterns of analysis in which both
analysts and their readers can see the various analytic
frameworks. This is simply illustrated by considering the
use of tables in analysis. It is perfectly obvious if information is missing from a table, because one or more of its cells
is blank. It is easy to run one’s eye left-to-right or top-tobottom in the columns and rows of a table to do comparisons. It is a far more efficient and error minimizing way of
presenting information than to make the same comparisons
than sequential sentences and prose paragraphs.
Similarly, analytic info-murals facilitate rapid comparisons, efficient connection-making and easy examination for

Figure 3. Issue Management

4. Small group process
The information murals and knowledge maps are almost
always developed and used within organizational processes
that involve small group processes. We are investigating
the types of such processes that work well with the development of these communication tools. (Horn 2001c) One of
the most significant observations from this work so far is
that the iterative process of working with large scale, multiple displays has in every instance provoked new analysis of
gaps and limitations of previous investigations and compilations.

gaps. Each of the major patterns of logic are immediately
visible. This enables analysts to maintain their focus of
study and sense-making. The multiplicity of infomural patterns continuously reminds analysts that they are only
looking at one view, and there are other patterns of logic
and data to be assembled and examined.

5.1 Example of analytic approach-terrorism
Our early stage visual model of current explanations of terrorism as an example of the analytic approach shows 20
different types of explanation. (Horn, 2003). Here is an
itemization of the types of models that resulted from our
survey: (a) globalization models; (b) rapid disruptive social

change; (c) colonial; (d) political-economic; (e) political
repression; (f) sociological models; (g) ideological models;
(h) religious beliefs; (i) organizational models; (k) historical; (l) identity; and several different psychological models
including: (m) meaning" models, (n) psychodynamic, (o)
early childhood trauma, (p) self esteem models, (q) victim
models, ( r) multi-generational trauma transmission models,
(s) psychoneurodynamics of trauma, and (t) biopsychological (i.e.evolutionary psychology) models.
All of the models were represented on a single diagram
interlinked with possible relationships. The
comprehensiveness of the diagram covering these explanatory models for terrorism illustrates how the analytic architecture supports more complex ways of thinking as well as
communication.

Figure 4. Mural of Unknowns

6. Benefits of info-murals and knowledge maps
These murals and knowledge maps can improve public policy discussions on multiple levels: individual; small group;
and decision-making. Here are some of the benefits observed that need to be studied more.

6.1 Individual level potential benefits

Info-murals highlight logical and visual patterns of the
emerging arguments, viewpoints, scenarios, trends, options;
support a significant increase in working memory; help keep
the big picture from being obscured by the details; and enables assumptions, gaps, and limits to discovered.

move more rapidly, deeply, and smoothly; enable absent
participants to catch up quickly; increase the chance of participants talking to each other, not past each other; facilitate
more rapid cross -disciplinary dialogue that is very difficult
in highly complex socio-technical issues; and help structure
the flow of complex discussions.

6.3 Decision making level potential benefits

Info-murals facilitate a deeper study that is often discouraged by hundreds of pages of dense reports.

7. Research supports integrated diagramming
The modular approach we use to designing info-murals is
supported by several lines of cognitive science research.
John Sweller (1999) has conducted a decade-long series of
studies on how to design effective diagrams. His research
suggests that the tight integration of words and visual elements in diagrams far outperforms separation of explanatory
text from other diagrammatic elements. Richard E. Mayer
(2001) confirms this research and extends it to multimedia
situations. In some situations Mayer found that on average
up to 60% greater learning could occur when the text and
diagrams are tightly integrated.

6.2 Small group level potential benefits

Info-murals aid codification and integration of common
mental models for the whole group; permit meetings to

8. Use of info-murals on large high resolution
computer-driven displays

Hardware manufacturers are beginning to produce wall-size
computer-driven displays whose resolution is roughly
equivalent to that of the ordinary desk-size screen. That will
enable us to display our murals in more dynamic fashion.
We will be able to link them in hypertext fashion. (Horn,
1989) We will be able to surround a group with much
deeper context of the issues it is working on. (See figure 5)
What is lacking as of now is the software for display of the
individual types of thought scaffoldings for the info-murals.
And beyond that we need software that links them all together in a comprehensive database. Then we will have the
visual knowledge architecture for working on strategies
adequate to the challenges we face.

9. Conclusion – visual logic of patterns of
thinking
Our preliminary exploration of the issues of complex, messy
reasoning processes has grown out of real world applications and experience with policy makers. It has provided the
foundation for a theory and the rationale to develop the field
of visual knowledge architecture. Preliminary nonexperimental evaluations have suggested that this is a path
that may yield many helpful results – both in the domain of
intelligence analysis and more widely in the world of policy
analysis.
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